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 xti metal coil hurco winmax 9 xti metal coil Length: 26 cmWidth: 15 cmHeight: 15 cmMaterial: Titanium Style: CoilsHURCO
WINMAX 9 XTI - THE FUEL-ENERGY BALANCE OF IMPROVER BONSAI The HURCO WINMAX 9 XTI features
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more of a traditional style as opposed to the the large curling pins of the previously mentioned Bonzai as is exemplified in the
striking satin finish of the HURCO WINMAX 9 XTI. Also the 9 XTI features the smaller "kimono pin" style. The HURCO

WINMAX 9 XTI retains the same basic Bonzai concept with the addition of small slots that allow the wire to come out of the
center of the pin in a more traditional style of styling. This style of styling is seen in the Monza as well as the rest of the Bonzai

line. The HURCO WINMAX 9 XTI employs a unique single central sliding out pin design that keeps the wire of the bonsai pins
from being caught in the pin slot when it is moved back and forth in the bonsai pin. This unique design feature is seen in the

HURCO WINMAX 9 XTI but only in the single central pin style. This single central pin design allows for the pin to be easily
maneuvered with a single hand in the top of the pin. This new style of styling is a good feature that will allow for easier styling.
The HURCO WINMAX 9 XTI features a newly developed rimless base that will allow this style of styling to take place on any
type of bonsai that is primarily intended to be planted in the ground or stands up on its own. This new rimless base system will
allow the wire to be removed from the pin with the same one handed styling method seen with the HURCO WINMAX 9 XTI.
The HURCO WINMAX 9 XTI is extremely easy to install, you just push the plug through and back out. Other than that it is a

breeze to style. This is a very nicely designed bonsai pin that uses a new style of styling that is far more easy to do than the
previously mentioned styling system with the large curling pins. If you have a TIGHT bud vase, or the TIGHT bud vase with the

addition of the bowl then the HURCO WINMAX 9 XTI will perform just as well as the standard Bonzai bons 520fdb1ae7
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